
ACROSS 
 
1.  Pride sin destroyed or brought to life (8) 
5.  Turkey sounds break Bob's leg (7) 
8.  Writing friend sixteenth letter in devastated Nepal (3, 3) 
9.  Boater and railroad about to be in debt (5) 
11.  A hair product for heavenly host (5) 
12.  Greenland Native holds a hot drink heard to know implicitly (6) 
13.  First half of near ultimatum reconsidered for Clio (7) 
14.  American Eagle cried, "Middle mountaintop nest!" (5) 
16.  Raise towards the sky (2) 
18.  Drink can flipped following machine part (6) 
21.  Startle me?  Lamb pickle! (6) 
23.  Stitch explained thus (2) 
25.  Stud yells, "Oh!" past Italian city (5) 
28.  France's earth cut short after a Spanish day at the baseball field (7) 
31.  A Roman god is half your rectum (6)    
32.  Junior holds our confused trial member (5) 
33.  No pro mangled fucking on film (5) 
34.  Achieve a half minotaur: make a game piece! (6) 
35.  Mix mass and strange pie for roadblock (7) 
36.  God cried after roadway was overworked (8) 
 
 
DOWN 
 
1.  Suggest finger (9) 
2.  Government official to be Spanish about NATO (7) 
3.  Tell about deceased (6) 
4.  Damn!  University in love full of peril (9) 
5.  Lei drag up about network (7) 
6.  Suitor around ancient city division (6) 
7.  Soft or weird in a way (4,2) 
10.  First place got two thousand pound dumpling (6) 
15.  Sea creature cut Achilles' weakness (3) 
17.  Big rude snoop shuffles (9) 
19.  Yours and my half an hour (3) 
20.  Jesus' method of execution: a short sword?  This puzzle! (9) 
22.  Malicious German is small mammal (6) 
24.  Call crippled Jon.  He is, in short, cured (7) 
26.  Girl "of the spring" encompasses Spanish aye for big house (7) 
27.  Say, kind of blood for a tile game? (6) 
29.  A vexed alternative to down (6) 
30.  Kill to toss back from ruddy refreshment (6) 


